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This paper is a continuation of [RS]. In this second part, we study Demazure 
operators for W = G(e, 1, n). A Demazure operator A,, : S(V) + S(V) is de- 
fined by A,,(f) = cc’ (J‘- s,,(f)) for a complex reflection s,, with an eigen- 
vector a E V. We define for each u’ E W, an operator A,,. : S(V) + S(V), which 
reduces the degree by n(w), as a product of various A,, associated to some re- 
duced expression of M?. Note that in contrast to the case of Coxeter groups, our 
operator A,,. depends on a particular choice of a reduced expression. Let VW be 
the subalgebra of Endc S(V) generated by A,, (s,, E S) and the multiplication 
by an element ,!? E V. Let E : S(V) + C be the evaluation at 0, and set 
VDw = {&A ( A E D,w}. Then one can show that EA,,. (w E W) gives rise to a 
basis of the C-vector space 2)~. We define Hw as the dual space of DO,. Our 
main result (Theorem 2.18) shows that Hw is naturally isomorphic, as a graded 
vector space, to the coinvariant algebra SW. In particular, SW has a basis 
parametrized by elements of W, which is dual to the basis &A,,. in ?jw, and we 
have an alternative proof for the formula C q ‘(“) = Pu;(q). These results can be 
regarded as a generalization of the results in the case of Weyl groups obtained 
independently by Demazure [D] and Bernstein, Gelfand and Gelfand [BGG], 
(see [H] for the case of Coxeter groups). 
XDEMAZURE OPERATORS FOR G(e, 1,n) 
2.1. We keep the notation in [RS] unless otherwise stated. In particular, the 
group W acts on the symmetric algebra S(V) = @;?oS’( V), where S’(V) de- 
notes the i-th homogeneous part of S( V). Let ZW be the ideal of S( V) generated 
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by W-invariant homogeneous elements of positive degree. The coinvariant al- 
gebra SW is defined as SW = S( V)/Z W, which has a natural grading SW = 
@;>sSb inherited from the grading of S( I’). The Poincare polynomial Pw(q) 
which appeared in Section 1 is defined by the formula 
Let s,, be a reflection in W with an eigenvector o E I’. (Here we assume that the 
eigenvalue attached to o is not equal to 1). One can define an operator A,, : 
S(f’) + S(v) by 
4,(f) = 4f - &l(f)). 
forJ’ E S(V). We call A,, a Demazure operator on S(V). The above construc- 
tion of Demazure operators is a natural generalization to the case of complex 
reflection groups of the corresponding notion in the case of Coxeter groups. It 
is a classical result ([D], [BGG], see also [HI) that in the case where W is a 
Coxeter group, the coinvariant algebra SU; has a natural basis parametrized by 
elements of W, and that it is described in terms of Demazure operators. It gives 
a geometric interpretation of the formula C,,,Fw q’(“‘) = Pw(q), where P(N~) is 
the length function of the Coxeter group W In this section, we construct, for 
W = G(e, l:n), a certain basis of SW parametrized by elements of W, by mak- 
ing use of Demazure operators. 
2.2. We give below some fundamental properties of Demazure operators. Let 
s,, be a reflection in Wwith eigenvector o E I’. Let e(a) be the order of s,,. Then 
(2.2.1) A:;(<‘) = 0. 
(2.2.2) &(P) = 4, (f)lt +f& (A) forf‘.h E S(V). 
If f E S( I’) is s,,-invariant, then clearly A,,(f) = 0. Now let S(V) w be the 
subalgebra of S( I’) consisting of W-invariant elements. Then by (2.2.2), we 
have 
(2.2.3) 4,(fh) =0,(h) forf E S( V)w and I? E S(V). 
In particular, we have A,(Zw) 2 ZW and A,, induces an operation on SW. 
2.3. We identify S(V) with the polynomial ring C[xi, ,x,,] in n indetermi- 
nates. The action of W on C[xl, . . . ,x,,] is given as follows; for each s; E 
S (2 < i I n), s; permutes xi and xi_ I and leaves the other X, invariant. For 
si = t, t sends si to <XI and leaves the other .Xj invariant, where < is a primitive 
e-th root of unity. For each s E S we choose an eigenvector o E V by N = 
xi - xi_ 1 or cy = xi according to the case where s,, = s; or s,, = t. We define a 
Demazure operator A,s by A,v = A, for s = s,,. We shall now construct, for each 
1~’ E W, a Demazure operator A,,. : S(V) 4 S(V) as follows. Let t, (2 I i < n) 
be a reflection as given in (1.21). We also put tl = t as before. We define 
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A, = A,, by choosing an eigenvector o = xi, and set A.,, = AZ- 2A.5s for each 
i = 2,. . ,n. To each w,,(k,a) given in (1.31.1), we associate an operator 
A,(k, a) : S(V) + S(V) by the formula 
Now as discussed in (1.31) any element LV E W can be decomposed in a unique 
form as 1~ = w,(k,, a,)w,_ 1 (k+ 1. a,, I). . . WI (kl~ al). Using this decomposi- 
tion, we define A,,. by 
& = A,(~,,~,)~,~I(~,-I,u,,~I )...A,(k,.u,). 
Note that since A,(k,u) reduces the degree of the grading of S(V) by 
n(w,,(k. a)), the operator A,,. reduces the degree by n(r~). 
Remark 2.4. The above decomposition of w gives rise to a reduced expression 
of IV. Hence in the case where e = 2, i.e., in the case where W is a Weyl group of 
type B,,, the construction of A,,, coincides with the usual definition of Demazure 
operators (see, eg. [HI). However, in contrast to the case of Coxeter groups, A,,. 
depends on the expression of w. It should be noted that even the braid relation 
AszAtAszA, = A,As2AlAs2 does not hold in general. Our definition of A,,. is 
based on a particular choice of a reduced expression of H’ (and its modification). 
2.5. In order to study the operators A,. more precisely, we need to evaluate A,, 
at various polynomials fin C[xi , . . ,x,,]. First we note the following formula, 
which is obtained directly from the definition. 
(2.5.1) A,,($) = (1 - <“)xi”? (1 5 i 5 n) 
(2.54 A,~&,%,? ,) = m,n(l,hj._j$~an(oh)_, E.&;-+.,- ‘? (2 < i I n) 
where E = 1 (resp. E = -1) if a > b (resp. a < b). We prepare some notation 
here. For positive integers, a, 6, set 
c(u,b) = (1 -i;“)(l -<“P’)...(l -<o-h+‘). 
Then it is clear that c(u, b) = c(u + e, b) and that c(u, h) = 0 if b > u. In the case 
where a = b, we write c(u. b) as C(U). We also set c(u) = 1 if u = 0. The following 
lemma describes the value A,.(f) in the special case where IV = i~,(k, a). 
Lemma 2.6. Let A = A,(k,u) b e us in (2.3.1). We ussume thut a # 0. Let 
d = n(w,(k, a)) = (k - l)(e - 1) + a + (n - 1) and letf(xl.. . , xn) = .x,$ . . xi” 
be u monomial of degree d. Then A(f) # 0 ifand only if there exists a sequence qf 
integers cl, . . . , c,, > 0 satisfying the following. 
(9 cn =d,,, 
(ii) ij’d; = 0, then ci = c;+ 1 - 1, and if di # 0, then c; + 1 = 0 and c, = di - 1 
,for k 5 i < n - 1, 
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(iii) (e-l)+c;=c;+‘+d;-lfkl <ilk-l. 
(iv) min{c,+‘,d,} < e - 1 < max{cj+‘,di} - l,for 1 5 i 5 k - 1. 
(v) C’ = (1. 
Moreover, in this cuse Iqe huve 
n(j) = (-l)A+A(c(e - 2)“+(a). 
where,4 = #{i / k 5 i 5 n- l,U: #O}crndA’= #{i 12 <i< k,c; <d_l}. 
Proof. Letfb = A,,, . L$,, (,f). First we show 
(2.6.1) Assume that n(f’) # 0. Then the polynomial ,I; contains the term 
_v;‘- ‘x;J.. .x;-‘x;‘, and only this term gives a non-trivial contribution to the 
value n(j). Moreover we have 
A,,, ...L\,,A:‘(X[m’ ..,_ uip’.x;‘) =c(e-2)xp’c(u). 
We show (2.6.1). Let 
.ii = ‘a, , . As2 A/%, . . A, (f’) 
for 2 5 i 5 k, and set f;’ = As,(J). Then fx’ is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree e - 2. It is easy to see from (2.5.1) that except the term xl --2 all the 
monomials of degree e - 2 are annihilated by applying n: 2. On the other 
hand, by using (2.5.2), we see that if h is a monomial of degree e - 1 such that 
n,,(h) contains the term .Y; -2, then h coincides either with xl-’ or .x;:; up to 
scalar. It follows thatfk must contain the term .x{~ ’ or _Y[: I and that only these 
two terms give non-trivial contributions to the value n(j). Hence fj_ , con- 
tains the term xl- ‘$1: or _Y& s. But 
since c(2e - 3, e - 2) = c(e - 3, e - 2) = 0 by (2.5). Therefore we have only to 
consider the term xi- ‘x;: t, and by the similar argument as above, applied to 
&, , = n:;:;n,, , , we see that,fk ~ I contains the term _x{ ‘_Y;: ,! or x{- ‘.Y;::. 
Repeating this procedure for .fi., . ,fz, we see that Ji contains the term 
xc I 
k . . . X3 em-‘,x;p’ or .x;-’ . . .x;-lx;‘-‘. It follows that ,fb contains the term 
e- 1 
Xk . ..xz ,' 
f~-IYNOrX'-l 
. ..q 
e ~ Ivxr I k (I 
But we have ~~[x~-‘...Jc;-‘!x;~~‘+“ - ) 0 since c(e - 1 + u, u) = 0. This 
shows the first statement of (2.6.1). The value L\,, . . L\SZA,f’(.x;lp ’ .Y;) is also 
easily computed. Hence (2.6.1) holds. 
We now compute fo = A,,? . . 4,,(f). Let g; = A,s,+, A.,(+: A S,r (,f’) for i = 
l,...,n.Weshow 
(2.6.2) Assume that k < i 5 II. If A(f) # 0, the polynomial g; contains the term 
“j?X;~” . x;‘I, and only this term gives a non-trivial contribution to the value 
A(f). Here the sequence c,?. c,? I.. . . ~ CI, satisfies the condition in (i) and (ii). 
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Moreover the coefficient of .Y~.Y>_~,~ .x$ in gk is equal to (-1).4 with A as in 
the lemma. 
We show (2.6.2) by backward induction on i. The statement is clear for i = n. 
Suppose that (2.6.2) holds for i + 1. Then we can replace g;+ I by g = 
x,~;+,‘_Y,~~ .x$ for the computation of n(f). First we note that if a monomial h 
contained in A.,+, (g) is divisible by x;+ I, then As2 . . . A,(h) is also divisible by 
s; + I. Hence by (2.6.1) this term gives no contribution. It follows that A,,, , , (g) 
must contain a monomial h which is not divisible by vi+ I. Then by (2.52) we 
have d; = 0 or ci+ i = 
d,~_Ix’l’ ~, 
0, and accordingly, h = x,~“~‘x~~,’ . . .x;” or Ir = 
Xi , _~, . x;“. It is clear such h is uniquely determined in A,_, (g;, ,) = g, if 
it exists. Hence (2.6.2) holds also for i, and the induction works. The latter 
statement follows from the above computation. 
Finally we note 
(2.6.3) Assume that 1 5 i < k - 1. If A(f) # 0, the polynomial gi contains the 
term 
and only this term gives a non-trivial contribution for the value A(f). Here the 
sequence ck 1.. , cl satisfies the condition (iii), (iv) and (v). Moreover, the 
coefficient of x$~ ’ . .x- ‘x; in gi is equal to (- 1) ‘4i-A’ with A’ as in the 
lemma. 
In fact, let h; be a monomial in g; for 2 I i 5 k. Then by (2.6.1) A,!(h;) must 
contain a monomial h’ which is divisible exactly by .Y: -I. Such a monomial 
coincides with h;_ I. Then by (2.52) c;_ I satisfies the condition in (iii) and (iv). 
In the case where i = 2, h’ = hi coincides with xt-’ xpp ‘.x-f’. .Hence cl = U. 
The coefficient of hi is also easily determined by (2.5.2). This shows (2.6.3). The 
converse statement is also easily verified, and the lemma follows. 0 
A similar argument as in the proof of (2.6.2) shows the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.7. Let A = A,(k,a) with a = 0. Let d = n(wn(k, a)) = n - k. and let 
“I ,f(x, . 1 x,) = x:,‘tt . . Xl be a monomial of degree d. Then A(f) # 0 ifund onI>? 
if the following holds. 
(i) d, = . = dk = 0, 
(ii) there exists a sequence of integers CX_+ I ~ , (;I satiTfj:ing the following; 
c - d,,, ifdi = 0 then C; = C;+I n- -l,andifd,#Othenc;+, =Oundc;=d;- I 
.fbr k 5 i 5 n - 1. 
Moreover, in this case we hnve 
A(f) = (-l)‘! 
where A = #{i ( k < i 5 n - 1, di # 0). 
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2.8. Let ~‘0 be the longest element in Was in (1.20). Then 
w’o=%(&r- l)W,,_i(n- l,e- l)...tiI(l,e- l), 
and n(i~o) = N, where N is the number of reflections contained in W Let 
det; : W 4 C’ be the linear character of W defined by det;(w) = detv(kt’P’) 
under the embedding W c GL( V). Let Q be a polynomial in C[_xi! . . ~ xn] de- 
fined by 
(2.8.1) Q = fl 
I <i<j</? 
(x; - x:‘) ifi, xi’-‘. 
Then deg Q = N, and up to scalar, Q coincides with the product of all eigen- 
vectors attached to reflections in u/: It is easy to see that Q gives rise to a gen- 
erator of a one dimensional representation of W corresponding to det;. We 
have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.9. 
A,,.,,(Q) = 1 Wlc(e - 2)“(“- ‘I” 
Proof. Let Qll = _Y;- ‘(x,:’ - xi_ ,) . (xi - x;‘), and set & = A,(n, e - 1). 
First we show that 
(2.9.1) A,](Q,,) = ne . c(e - 2)” ’ 
The polynomial Qn can be written as 
We can write,f, as fi = .x~.x,~‘~,~ . x;‘I, where 
(2.9.3) d,, = (n - IZl)e - 1, e ifiE1, (l<i<n_l) 
0 if i $1. 
We now apply Lemma 2.6 for evaluating A,(f,). Assume that A,(f,) # 0. Then 
there exists a sequence cl,. . ~ c,, such that c,? = d, and that c; satisfies the rela- 
tion (iii) and (iv) with k = n. Hence by (2.9.3) and by (iii) in Lemma 2.6, we see 
that 
(2.9.4) ci = 
if d; = e, 
::i:: _ e if d_ = o 
I 1 
for i = 1,. ,n - 1. Since d,, = c,, = (n - 1Zl)e - 1, it follows from (2.9.4) that c, 
are of the form c; = me - 1 for some integer m > 1. If c;+ 1 > 2e - 1, then 
ci+ 1 > dj and so the relation (iv) implies that d, < e - 1, i.e., d; = 0. In other 
words, if di = e, then we have c;+ 1 = e - 1. Combining with (2.9.4), we have 
e- 1 
c; = 
if ci+ I = 62 - 1, 
C,+I -c if ci+i >2e- 1 
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This implies that the subset I of [ 1, n - l] should have the form I = Zk = [ 1, k] 
for some k (0 < k < n - 1). Then ,f,, = x$.x{. . .x; with d, = (n - k)e - 1. 
Hence by Lemma 2.6, we have 
A,(,fr,) = (-l)%(e - 2)“-‘c(e - 1). 
Substituting this into (2.9.2), we have 
A (Q ) = ‘2’ t1 ,I (-l)“L’A,y; r ) 
k=O 
=twr(e-2)“_‘, 
since c(e - 1) = (1 - <) . . (1 - C’- ‘) = e. Hence (2.9.1) holds. 
Now Q and A,,., can be written as 
Q= QnQn-I . ..QI. 
A,,,, = A,,A,_ , . . . A,. 
For each k (1 5 k 5 n), let Wk be the subgroup of Wof type Bj” generated by 
2, $2, . , Sk. Then QnQn _ I . Qk+ I is a Wk-invariant polynomial. Hence, by 
using (2.2.3) together with the fact that &(Qk) is a constant, we have 
Awu =A,,(Q~,A,~-I(Q,,~I,...AI(QI, 
= n!e” c(e - 4f7’“- ‘j/2, 
The last formula follows from (2.9.1). This proves the proposition. 17 
Remark 2.10. The group Watts naturally on S W, which gives rise to the graded 
regular representation of W (see, e.g., [B, Chapitre V, $5, Thtorime 21). Now it 
follows from (2.2.3) that A,,.,(Iw n SN( V)) = 0. Hence Proposition 2.9 implies 
that Q is not contained in ZW, and so the image of Q on SW generates Si. This 
means that S& coincides with the W-module det;. This also follows from the 
fact that any element in S(V) which is contained in det; is divisible by Q, (cf. 
[B, Chapitre V, $5, Proposition 51). 
Using Proposition 2.9, we can deduce the following formula. Let J = 
C,I,E w detv(\G>)w be an endomorphism on S(V). The map J is a projection on 
det ;, and so J(f) is divisible by Q for any f E S( V). Then we have 
(2.10.1) A,r,, = t(e - 2)“(“-‘)‘2J/Q. 
In fact, since J(F) =fI(h) forf E S( V)w and similarly for A,,.,,, it is enough to 
compare A,,, and Jon Si( V) for i 5 N. Since J is divisible by Q, we have J = 0 
on S’(V) for i < N. The similar fact holds also for A,,.,,. Hence, by comparing 
the values at Q using Proposition 2.9, we get (2.10.1). 
2.11. Let 
A={X=(X,... .,A,) E Z" IO < A, < ie- 1). 
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Then Wis in bijection with the set 4 in the following way. Any element IL’ E W 
can be written uniquely as )t’ = uln(k,l, a,). . WI (/cl, ~1). Put X; = n(w;(k;, ai)). 
Then X = (Xi, A,,) is an element of il and the correspondence MOW X gives the 
required bijection. We denote 11’ = crx if IV E W corresponds to X E n. We define 
a total order (a lexicographical order) on 4 as follows; let X = 
(X,. . , A,,). A’ = (A(. , A:,) b e elements in 4. We say X > X’ if Xi = 
x;;...,x;_, =X(_, and X, > X,! for some i. This induces a total order on W, 
which is also denoted by 11: > M”. 
More generally, we consider the set j = N” containing the set A. The total 
order on 4 can be extended to a total ordering on j naturally. For each 
x= (Xl,... . A,,) E A, let 1x1 = C X;. We define a polynomial PA E C[xl.. . . ,_Y,,] 
of degree 1x1 by PA = x,? . . xf I. The following proposition is crucial for our 
later discussion. 
Proposition 2.12. Let X E A and X’ E 2. Then there exists a non-zero element CJ, 
in C such that 




Proof. First we note the following. 
(2.12.1) For ~1 = w,,(k. u) E W, let d = n(w). Then for n = n,,(k, Q) we have 
First consider the case where u # 0. In this case, we can apply Lemma 2.6 with 
d,,=d,d,_,=...= dl = 0. Then the sequence ct ~. , c, defined by 
i 
d-n+i if k < i 5 n, 
“= (i-l)e+N if l<i<k-1 
satisfies all the relations in Lemma 2.6. Since A = A’ = 0, we have A($‘) = 
c(e - 2) kp ‘c(u). The case where (I = 0 is also treated by using Lemma 2.7. 
Hence (2.12.1) holds. 
Let us take U’X E W, and consider the decomposition u’ = w,,(k,,u,) . . 
wl (k,) al), where X, = n(wj(ki, a;)). Correspondingly we can write A,,., = 
ANA,,__ 1 . A,, where A, = A;(k;, a;). Now for each k, the term ,Y$ . . x)f:‘,’ is 
Wk-invariant. Hence if X = X’, by a similar argument in the last part of the 
proof of Proposition 2.9. we have 
where c; = A;(.Y~‘) is a non-zero element in C by (2.12.1). Therefore A,,(P,) = 
c~ # 0, where CA = n c;. 
If X > X’, there exists i such that XI = X;, . Ai_ 1 = A,(_, and Xi > X,!. Then 
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A;A;_ , A, (PA,) = a,$ . . . .Y,:>,’ A,(.x,~~) 
for some c E C, by the same argument as above. But then Ai(xlf:) = 0 since Ai 
reduces the degree by A;, which is greater than A,!. This shows that A,,.,(P,r) = 0 
as asserted. 0 
2.13. Let VW be the subalgebra of Endc(S( V)) generated by A,y (s E S) and 
c).*(cL E V), where a* : S(V) -+ S(V) denotes the multiplication by a. Then 2)~ 
becomes a left S( V)-module. Note that for any M’ E W the endomorphism it’ on 
S(V) is contained in VW, since s,, = 1 - a*A,, on S(V) for s,, E S. Since 
A,, = tr~A,w~’ for some u’ E W, we see that A, (1 < i < n) are also contained in 
VW. Hence A,,. E VW for any u’ E W. The following proposition is an analogue 
of the corresponding result in the case of Coxeter groups (cf. [H, IV, Proposi- 
tion 1.81). 
Proposition 2.14. The algebra VW is a,free S( V)-module Ic,ith basis A,, (II’ E W). 
Proof. Let K be the quotient field of S( V). Then Watts naturally on K, and the 
Demazure operator A,, on S(V) can be extended to an operator on K. We de- 
note by 27; the subalgebra of Endc K obtained by 23; = K @s(vl VW. Then 
VL turns out to be a K-vector space via the left multiplication of K. First we 
note that 
(2.14.1) The set {A,,. 1 w E W} gives a K-basis of Vi,. 
In fact, it is easy to see that V, K is generated by it’ E W as a K-vector space. 
Hence dimKV$ 5 1 WI. On the other hand, Proposition 2.12 shows that 
A,,. (\c E W) are linearly independent over K. Our assertion follows from this. 
We now show that {A,,. / w E W} gives a basis of VW. Since A,,. are linearly 
independent over K, they are also linearly independent over S(V). We show 
that any element in 27~ is written as a linear combination of A,,. with coeffi- 
cients in S( I’). If we note the relation 
A,$* = &,(a)* + s,,(B)*& (N.P E V). 
it is enough to verify this for A E V W, where A is a product of various A,. 
Therefore in order to prove the proposition, we have only to show the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.15. Let A be a d-product of A, for s E S (i.e., A is an operator reducing 
the degree by d). Then A can be written as 
where a,,. are elements of S( V) satisfying thefollowing. 
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We shall prove the lemma. By (2.14. l), one can express A as 
A = C u,l.A,,.. (a,,, E K). 
vt w 
We show (2.15.1) by induction on the total order of W Take ~I’A E W, and as- 
sume that (2.15.1) holds for any u‘ < MIA. Let PA be the polynomial of degree 
n(wx) given in (2.11). We have 
since A,,.(P,) = 0 if \C > M’A by Proposition 2.12, and since Alr(P,) = 0 if 
an > n(w,,). We consider the coefficient qC appearing in the expression. First 
assume that n(wx) < d. Then we have n(,v) < d. But then our assumption im- 
plies that a,,. = 0 if M’ # K’A. It follows that A(P,) = Q,,,~A,,.,(P,). Since 
Awi (PA) # 0 by Proposition 2.12, and since A(Px) = 0, we see that a,,.,, = 0. 
Next assume that an > d. Then for any 11: # M’A, a,,. is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree n(lq) - d, and so a,,.A,,.(P,) is homogeneous of degree 
n(n),,) - d. Since A,,.,(P,) = c,, E C - {0}, this implies that a,,., is a homo- 
geneous polynomial of degree n(irt~) - d. This proves the lemma, and so the 
proposition follows. 0 
Before stating our main result, we prepare a lemma which is an analogue of 
Lemma 1.9 in [H, IV]. 
Lemma 2.16. Let I be a graded ideal ofS( V) containing Iw, but not containing Q. 
Then I = Iw. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.9 in [HI. We write I = %Ik 
and IW = @(Iw)~, the decomposition into homogeneous parts. Let N = n(bvo) 
be as before. It is clear that Ik = (Iw)~ = S”(V) fork > N. Fork = N, we have 
SN( V) = (Iw),v + CQ by Remark 2.10. Hence by our assumption, we have 
IN = (Iw)N. Now assume that k < N. We assume, by induction, that Ik’ = 
(Iw)~, for k’ > k. Take f E Ik. Then for any cy E I’, we have fa E Ik+ 1 = 
(‘w)k+ I’ Hence fa can be written as ,fa = C ulf;, where h are W-invariant 
polynomials of positive degree. Now for each s, E S, we have 
where cCk = det v (sCI) is an eigenvalue of s,, corresponding to 0. It follows that 
s,,(f) E CC;’ f (mod Iw) for any s,, E S. This means that the image off on SL. 
produces a one-dimensional representation det; of W if it is non-zero. But 
since SW is a regular W-module, det; does not appear in Sk for k < N (cf. 
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Remark 2.10). This shows that f E 1~ and so Ik = (Iw)k. The lemma fol- 
lows. 0 
2.17. Let S(V)* be the graded vector space defined by S(V)* = $;z~S’( I’)*, 
where S’( I’)* is the dual space of S’( I’) over C. We have a natural pairing 
(,):S(V)xS(V)*+C. Let e:S(V) -+ C, f Hf (0) be the evaluation at 0. 
Then for each A E Dw, the map &A can be regarded as an element in S( I’)*. We 
denote by D,w the subspace of S( I’)* generated by EA(A E DDW). Let Hw be the 
dual space of Dn. We have a natural map c : S(V) + Hw by f H (f. .). The 
following theorem is an analogue of Theorem 1.10 in [H, IV], (see, also [D, 
Proposition 21). 
Theorem 2.18. There exists a unique graded C-algebra structure on Hw such 
that c induces an isomorphism SW E Hw. The set {EA,~ ( w E W} gives rise to a 
basis of l?,. In particular, if we denote by {X,,. 1 w E W} the dual basis of 
{EA,~ ) w E W}in Hw, we have, for anyf E S(V), 
Proof. It is clear from Proposition 2.14 that &A,,. (w E W) gives rise to a basis of 
VW. Since dim SW = 1 WI, in order to prove the theorem, it is enough to show 
that Kerc = 1~. Let I = Kerc. Since VW is also a right S( V)-module, we see 
that I is a graded ideal of S( V). It is also clear that I contains ZW. Now Propo- 
sition 2.9 shows that Q $ I. Hence Lemma 2.16 implies that I = Zw. This proves 
the theorem. 0 
Remark 2.19. Let X0 E A be the element corresponding to wo. Then we have 
A,,,,, ( PA,) # 0 by Proposition 2.12. This enables us to replace the role of Q by the 
polynomial PA,, in the course of the proof of Theorem 2.18. Then one can avoid 
to use Proposition 2.9 in the proof of the theorem. 
2.20. By applying Theorem 2.18, we can deduce some formulas concerning X,,.. 
As a convention we denote X,,. by X, if w = we in what follows. Let f E SN( V). 
Then we see easily that 
(2.20.1) c(f) = EA,,,,,(f )x,c,,. 
In particular, by Proposition 2.19, we have 
(2.20.2) c(Q) = 1 WJc(e - 2) @- ‘)‘2X,,,, .
More generally, for each polynomial Px associated to X E A, we have 




Now for each X = (Xl,. . , &) E A, we define an element X* E IL by X’ = 
( xl ~. . A,), where Xi = (ir - 1) - X,. Then clearly we have ~()v,z,) + n(~~~*) =
1x1 + IX’1 = N. Note that ~cJ,* coincides with ~r~,r~~ in the case where e = 2. The 
following proposition describes the ‘Poincare duality’ pairing on Hw. 
Proposition 2.21. Let A, A’ E A he such that [A( + IX’1 = N. Then there exists 
aA E C - (0) such that 
{ 
axX,,, X,X,! = o if X’ = X’, 
if X’ < X*. 
In particular,,for each 0 < i 5 N, the product 
H& x H;-’ --f H; = CX,,,, 
gives rise to a non-degenerate bilinear form. 
Proof. Let X0 E A be the element corresponding to 1~0 E W as before. First we 
show the following formula. 
(2.21.1) Let X, X’ E JL be such that 1x1 + IX’1 = N. Assume that X + X’ < X0, (the 
sum in the monoid A). Then we have 
xxx,/ = 0. 
We show (2.21.1). By Proposition 2.12, we have &,,(Px,xf) = 0. Since 
Px+,,,t E SN( V), it follows from (2.20.1) that 
c’(PX+X~) = C(P&o~~) = 0. 
Now by (2.20.3), we can write 
with some constants c,,,,,1, where L’,\, CA’ are as in Proposition 2.12, and the con- 
dition for p, /L’ in the second sum is given as follows. 
{ 
p<<. P’IX’. jL+p’#X+X’. 
II”1 = 1x1, l/L’] = IX’I. 
This implies that ,Y + LL’ < X + X’ < X0 and that ILLI + Ip’l = N. Now by induc- 
tion on X + X’ with respect to the total order on A, we may assume that 
XJ,,, = 0. Then it follows from (2.21.2) that XxXx, = 0. Hence (2.21.1) holds. 
We now prove the proposition. If X’ < X*, then X + X’ < X + X* = X0. Hence 
X,X,, = 0 by (2.21.1). Now assume that X’ = X*. Then 
by Proposition 2.12 and (2.20.1). On the other hand, we have a similar formula 
for c(Px)c(Px*) as (2.21.2), by replacing X’ by X*. Hence by (2.21.1) we see that 
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XAXAs = CI~X,,.~ with ax = CX~/CXCX.. This proves the first statement. The second 
statement follows from the first one. So the proposition is proved. 0 
2.22. For each s E S, let A, be the corresponding element in A. Hence ifs = s,, 
(1 Ii<n),thenX,=((X,),,.. . , (A,),) with (A,), = 5,. The map c is easily de- 
scribed on the degree 1 part as follows. Let s = s; E S. Then we have P,\, = _I-; 
and 
c(Px,) = c(q) = c x,,. 
s ’ < s 
In turn, the following proposition gives some information on the multiplication 
of the generator X, on X,. in Hw, though it is not so explicit as in the case of 
Coxeter groups, (cf. [H, IV, Theorem 3.51). The proof is straightforward from 
the equality c(Px,Px) = c(Px,)c(Px) by using similar arguments as before. 
Proposition 2.23. For each s E S, n’e huvr 
where NV understand that XA,+~ = 0 if A,, + A $/I. 
2.24. Let J c S be of type B!p) for 1 < m < n. By Proposition 1.28, the set R,, 
gives a complete set of representatives of W/ WJ. In our case, RJ is the set of 
II’ E W such that H’ = ~,,(k,. a,) ~3~~~. I (k,,,+ 1, clnl + I ). Hence RJ is in bijection 
with the subset AJ of A, 
A, = {A = (A,, ) A,,) 1 A, = = A,, = O}. 
We consider the subalgebra HT of Hw consisting of WJ-invariant elements. 
The following proposition describes the structure of H$“. 
Proposition 2.25. The elements X,,. (IV E RJ) give a basis ?fH[l”,j 
Proof. First we show that for any M’ E RJ, X,,. is WJ-invariant. In fact, take 
X E A,, and consider the polynomial PA = x,? . . ..Y,)‘++/. Then PA is WI-in- 
variant. It follows from this that &.(P,) = 0 unless II’ E RJ. Therefore we can 
write 
Now the map c is W-equivariant, and PA is WJ-invariant. Hence, by using in- 
duction on the total order of u’ E RJ, we see that X,,., is WJ -invariant. 
Since Hw is a regular W-module, we see that dime H,? = 1 WI/l WJ~. On the 
other hand, we know that /RJ/ = I W/ WJ~. Hence X,,. (~1 E RJ) give a basis of 
H 0 WJ w . 
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